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Auxiliary
Case 1 (Incline): One of views of the shape provided does not contain the auxiliary surface, only the edge of that
surface. In this case you only need to draw one view ☺. But you most likely won’t get this on the exam .
Follow these steps:

1.

2.

Label all points, and label each view ([A] and [B]).
•

[B] corresponds to the view in which the auxiliary surface can only be seen as an edge.

•

Tip: Label front points with number outside the shape and points behind with numbers inside the shape.

Draw “Reference” lines ([1] and [2]), and note which points comprise the auxiliary surface.
•

Best if [1] is touching the edge of the shape [A].

•

[2] must be parallel to the edge of the auxiliary surface in [B].

3.

Measure distances of each point on A from [1].

4.

Aligned perpendicular to [2], draw “construction” lines outwards from each point, then draw each point the
same distance from [2] as they were from [1].

5.

Draw the shape formed by all the points which comprise the auxiliary surface. Label the surface.

6.

Draw/connect the remaining points in order to complete the view of the shape.

7.

•

Simply look back and forth between all the views and see which points are connected to which points, then complete these
connections in the new view you have drawn.

•

Don’t forget there may be hidden lines.

(Not necessary) Clean up a bit, but leave traces of your work so the marker knows how you obtained your
final answer.

Auxiliary

*The “True Length” (TL) edges:
When looking at two views that are side by side: an edge (of the surface) that
is a straight vertical line in one view is True Length in the other view.
When looking at two views that are one over the other: an edge (of the
surface) that is straight horizontal in one view is True Length in the other view.

Case 2 (Oblique): All of views of the shape provided contain the auxiliary surface (none contain only the

edge of that surface). In this case you need to draw two views . The second view will only be a partial view.
Follow these steps:
1.

Label all points, and label each view [A] and [B].

2.

Draw “Reference” lines ([1] & [2]), and note which points comprise the auxiliary surface.
•
•

Best if [1] is touching the edge of the shape [A].
[2] needs to be perpendicular to front edge of surface (aka “true length” edge*) in view [B].

3.

Measure distances of each point on [A] from [1].

4.

Aligned perpendicular to [2], draw “construction” lines outwards from each point, then draw each
point the same distance from [2] as they were from [1].

5.

All the points comprising the auxiliary surface should form a straight line. Draw the complete view**.

6.

Draw two more lines ([3] and [4]), measure distances on [B] from [3], but only for points on the
auxiliary surface.
•
•

Best if [3] is touching the edge of the shape [B]. [3] should be parallel to [2].
[4] has to be parallel with surface edge line (the straight lined formed in step 5).

7.

Aligned perpendicular to [4], draw “construction” lines outwards from each aux surface point, then
draw each point the same distance from [4] as they were from [3].

8.

Draw/outline the auxiliary surface. Label the surface.

9.

(Not necessary) Clean up a bit, but leave traces of your work so the marker knows how you obtained
your final answer.

**[I recommend you do this at the end, it is a difficult step and

worth less marks then actually getting the aux view.]

Example 1: Sketch a complete auxiliary view of the object showing the surface A in true size.

Example 2: Sketch a complete auxiliary view of the object showing the surface A in true size.

Example 3:
a) Sketch a complete primary auxiliary view of the object showing the edge view of the surface A.
b) Sketch a partial secondary auxiliary view showing only the true size view of surface A.

Example 4:
a) Sketch a complete primary auxiliary view using the top view as the parent view that shows the oblique
plain on the back face of the block as an edge. Show visibility.
b) Sketch a partial secondary auxiliary view that shows this plane in true size.
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Example 5:
a) Sketch a complete primary auxiliary view of the object showing the edge view of the surface A.
b) Sketch a partial secondary auxiliary view showing only surface A in true size.

Example 6:
a) Sketch a complete primary auxiliary view of the object showing the edge view of the surface A.
b) Sketch a partial secondary auxiliary view showing only surface A in true size.

Dimensioning
• Extension lines:
• Used to indicate what part of the object is being dimensioned.
• Extends all the way to the shape, but does not touch it
• Should not cross dimensions lines. It is OK if they cross other
extension lines
• No arrows

• Extend them far enough if other dimensions are also there (try to
align the dimensions as done to in the figure to the right)

• Dimension lines:
• Indicate between which two extension lines the dimension is.
• Do have arrows (keep the arrows’ formatting consistent: same
size and shape)
• Can be between extension lines if there is room for the
dimension, if not, put arrows on the outside, pointing inwards
(dimension can still go inside if it now fits or put it outside with
arrows)

• Notes section:
• You must include a small “notes” section on the side which
should include as much of the following information as possible:
a title, date, material, units (cm or inch), scale, general tolerance,
filets & round

Notes:

Dimensioning
• Tolerance
• Tolerance = biggest dimension – smallest dimension
• Think of tolerance as an uncertainty. Specify the general tolerance in your notes section

• Holes and Shafts:
• Allowance (aka: minimum clearance) = smallest hole – biggest shaft
• Maximum clearance = biggest hole – smallest shaft
• Types of Fit:
• Clearance fit: allowance ≥ 0. (shaft will always fit in hole)
•

Note: if allowance = 0, it is a “perfect” fit. Realistically not possible. Shouldn’t get this on your exam.

• Interference fit: Max. clearance < 0 (shaft will never fit in hole)
• Transition fit: Allowance < 0 and max. clear > 0 (shaft fits some times)

• Orientation of numbers:
• Be consistent… It is best to simply have them all aligned with the same orientation (i.e.: don’t write a
number sideways even if dimensioning a side edge)

• Hidden lines:
• Avoid dimensioning hidden lines, provide the dimension of this edge or feature in a different view
where it is not hidden.

Dimensioning
• Circles/Cylinders:
• When dimensioning a circle, extend a line radially from the circumference of
the circle (with an arrow at the end of the line touching the circumference),
then extend it slightly more horizontally and write the dimension of the radius
or diameter.
• Radius values prefixed by ‘R’, diameters by ‘Ø’.
• If there are two (or multiple) circles with the same dimensions, you need simply
dimension one of the circles and add the prefix “2X” (or 3X or 4X …) before the
dimension.
• Give the position dimensions of a cylinder in the view where it is seen as a circle
(as opposed to a rectangle) (see figure to the right: done in the top view as
opposed to the front view).
• The notation
means “one cylinder of diameter 14 cm, with a
second inner cylinder of diameter 10 cm starting 12 cm below the first.” Unless
you have a good understanding of the notation, avoid using it. Simply ignore
this notation and dimension the diameter of both circles separately and, in
another view, dimension the height/depth of the cylinders.

• Finish marks:
• Add a finish mark to any surface that might come in contact with another part.
Usually the extremities of a hole.

• Scale:
• The ratio represents what a distance (first number) in the drawing is equivalent
to when true size (second number). If 1:2, multiply measured value by 2 before
writing it down. If 1:4 multiply by 4. If 2:1, divide by 2, etc.
• It will usually be 1:1, so no changes needed.

Example 7:
This is an example of good dimensioning. All dimensions and finish marks are provided neatly and
minimally. The student used consistent dimension line formatting, however their extension lines are not
always straight or do not extend far enough. (Keep in mind there are many different ways of dimensioning a
particular shape.)

***[Note: The purpose of this example is to get an idea of what completing a dimension question properly would look like: all dimensions, finish marks and
Notes section provided neatly. The dimensions provided are NOT accurate to the true dimensions as the image’s size has been altered.]

Example 8 (2008 Final Exam)

Section Views
• Cut the view in direction that offers the most information.
• The cut does not have to be one straight line, can be a “staircase”.
• Draw the cutting plane and arrows to show the side that we are looking at.

• Think of a hot knife. Any surface that comes in contact with knife will be darkened (i.e.: Hatching).
• Here is a rough breakdown of the steps you should try to follow
• 1- Sketch the overall shape as if it were an orthographic view
• 2- Draw hidden lines, but these will actually be solid visible lines (since we are now “inside” the shape and can see
these features directly).
•

Might have to erase lines that do not belong, for ex: if two faces are at different depths, but are next to each other, when
they are “cut” they will no longer have a different depth and hence when hatched, then they should not be separated.

•

Be careful that you aren’t erasing lines that represent ridges that should be there.

• 4- Add the hatching

• 5- Add center lines, label/name your section view (“Section A-A”)

• Use both given views to obtain information to draw the section view.
• You do draw ribs, but DON’T hatch them

Ribs

Example 9: Top and right views of the object are given. Sketch a section view of the object in place of the
front view. Choose a cutting plane that best describes the internal structure and indicate this cutting
plane in the top view (April 2015 Exam)

Isometric Views
• Even though you are allowed a ruler for the other questions, you technically still are NOT allowed it for
iso views.
• Use a nice, finer (mechanical) pencil and initially trace everything out lightly.
• Easy to erase and make changes,
• Once done/satisfied, trace over with a thinker pencil

• You do not include/draw hidden lines or centerlines.
• Start by drawing a base:
• A proper 30° angle (1.7cm across, 1cm up)

• Leave enough space for the entire shape to be drawn

• Vertical lines and lines drawn on 30° line are true size.
• Measure/write down all the dimensions, you do NOT want to have to restart because you drew certain
lines a bit too small.
• Drawing a circle properly is very time consuming. Only do it if you have time. Otherwise it would be
best to draw circles approximately (make sure they are oval-like, and not actually circular).
• The (two) arrows in the orthographic view show you from which perspective to draw the isometric.

How to Draw a Circle Properly in ISO

• 1 – First draw a box (oriented in the plane you want it to be drawn) with the same height and width as
the circle.
• 2 - Draw the diagonal between the acute angles & draw a line from each obtuse angle to an opposite
midpoint (i.e.: so that they cross the diagonal, doesn’t matter which midpoint you go to).
• 3 - Focus on the points labelled 1-4: these are the two obtuse angles (1 and 4), and the intersections
points of the lines drawn (2 and 3).
• 4 - These four points will be center points of four segments of the circle. Draw the wider quarters of the
circle with the points 1 and 4 as the center.

• 5 - Draw the narrower quarters of the circle with points 2 and 3 are the center.
• 6 - Erase everything but the circle.
• A tip for this step is to retrace the circle heavily before erasing everything, then retrace again.

Example 10: Sketch the isometric view of the object. This view must show the object as seen in
the direction labeled “A” in the front and top view

